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What is the RH-ISAC?

The Retail & Hospitality Information Sharing and Analysis Center (RH-ISAC) is the trusted cybersecurity community for the retail and hospitality sectors, including retailers, restaurants, hotels, gaming casinos, food retailers, consumer products, and other consumer-facing companies.

The RH-ISAC is dedicated to building and sustaining valuable programs, partnerships, products, and opportunities that enable members to build their trust-based relationships and mature their strategic knowledge and tactical capabilities.

Who can join the RH-ISAC?

The RH-ISAC serves the customer-serving industries of retail, restaurants, hotels, gaming casinos, food retailers, consumer products, and other consumer-facing companies.

What are the benefits of joining the RH-ISAC?

RH-ISAC members join a confidential sharing community of industry leaders and experts all working to continually improve the security posture of the retail and hospitality sectors. Through the RH-ISAC, members benefit from real-time cyber intelligence on incidents, threats, vulnerabilities, and associated threat remediation from more than 1,200 analysts, threat hunters, and security engineers. Intelligence shared within RH-ISAC provides deeper insights and research into threats and vulnerabilities to help members prioritize industry threats, formulate an intelligence-driven strategy, and mitigate cyber risks with benefits.

Members also benefit from real-time collaboration, industry-specific benchmarking, threat intelligence reports and analysis, industry-relevant committees and working groups, and numerous training and education opportunities. Benefits include:

- **Intelligence Sharing**
  Intelligence is shared through the RH-ISAC email exchange, collaboration portal, real-time chat, virtual discussions, RH-ISAC vetted enclave, and more.

- **Committees and Working Groups**
  Sector-specific committees and working groups on industry-relevant topics and deliverables in support of RH-ISAC goals and objectives.

- **Automated Access**
  Gain access to shared indicators of compromise (IOCs) via API integration, MSSP partnerships, and manual pulls.

- **Discounts from Associate Members**
  RH-ISAC works with Associate Members to provide Core Members discounts to programs and services.

- **Industry-Specific Benchmarking**
  Compare your cybersecurity team’s information security practices and processes among your true peers in the industry.

- **Education, Training, and Networking**
  Attend our RH-ISAC Cyber Intelligence Summit, sector-wide cybersecurity tabletops, Regional Intelligence Workshops, monthly Cyber Thursday webinars, and education opportunities on leading-edge technologies.

- **Threat Research and Analysis**
  Benefit from daily intelligence reports, weekly intelligence reports, threat analysis reports, threat bulletins, threat intelligence briefs, and an annual threats trends report.
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